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The furniture was highly composite. Some very fine Louis XV and Louis XVI chairs and some smaller pieces of the same period, family heirlooms, were scattered about the large drawing-room and in Madame's bedroom. To them may be added the chandelier in the drawing-room, with eighteen lights, made entirely of old glass fashioned in thick cubes, and two brackets of the same kind.
But the dining-room was one of those Renaissance suites which the leading houses of the faubourg Saint-Antoine brought into fashion about 1885, and of which the common Henri II Mining-rooms of a later day were only a democratic vulgarisation. The eighteenth-century panelling had been painted chestnut. A mirror with a carved oak frame was hung upon it. Two magnificent Louis XIII chairs, in an exceptional state of preservation, stood at either side of the window; but in that environment they looked suspect themselves and were far from conveying to the rest of the room any air of authenticity, which never entered your head for a moment.
The hall, which was quite large, but very dark, presented side by side coat-racks which were also Renaissance, a panoply of arms, and Chinese masks, and it was lit by a heavy wrought-iron lantern. M. de Saint-PapouFs study was furnished principally with bookcases and book-shelves, whose mouldings, ornamentation, and carved panels tried to recall Renaissance style too. As for the desk, it must have dated from 1850 ; it was of heavy Louis XV shape and had bronze chargings on which you could observe, at its four corners, such depressing female figures as are to be seen on the facades of the public buildings and barracks of that time.
At nine o'clock in the morning Mme de Saint-Papoul was not yet up, but she had already been visited by her first housemaid more than once. Half an hour earlier she had eaten her breakfast of thick chocolate and two tolls. It was only since her three children had grown up that Mme. de Saint-Papoul had acquired the habit of lingering in bed. Before that, she used to get up very early and see her sons

